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In a flash, everything changed.

Introduction

Since the pandemic began, almost everything about business has changed. This is 
particularly true of travel and expense (T&E) management which is experiencing 
numerous challenges; from expanded duty of care for employees, to dealing with new 
expense types, and payment methods from a workforce shifting to hybrid or remote 
work. After a long lull, there is evidence that employee spending is increasing and 
business travel is beginning to ramp up, though with more complexity than ever.

As we settle into new patterns of travel and spending, 
businesses will need software tools to cope with the 
financial and safety risks of the new reality. 
Reinventing travel and expense management, means 
getting employees back into the habit of using 
technology to regain control over spending and 
compliance, manage regulatory and tax requirements, 
and keep employees safe. These are critical to moving 
your business forward.    

In this eBook, we explore five of the challenges 
impacting travel and expense management and 
show how companies have successfully overcome 
them with resilience and reinvention using  
SAP® Concur® solutions. 
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A unified T&E solution can handle 
new purchase and payment types, 
with automated workflows to 
ensure better compliance. SAP 
Concur solutions apply smart 
controls to stop out-of-policy 
spending early and analyze new 
patterns as they emerge.  

New spending patterns take hold.

Remote work introduced a whole new set of expense 
categories as employees spent money on new 
productivity tools, PPE, and much more on office 
supplies. With supply chains disrupted, new vendors 
and payment types were used to acquire necessary 
items. These new spending habits are likely here to 
stay. Do your approval and audit policies still match 
up to the way your employees are spending?

For many organizations the answer was no. An SAP 
Concur study of spend patterns saw a 292% increase 
in spend violations from 2019 to 20201.  

Furthermore, high risk transactions accounted for 
more than 33% of total spend in 20201. Applying the 
rules consistently to new expenses and payment 
methods will be a challenge, but it can be done with 
the right travel and expense solution.

+33%
More high risk transactions

292%
Increase in spend violations

Controls And Compliance
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Barclays now has access to clean, consistent data 
and an integrated view of end-to-end travel spend 
across the organization. Support with Preferred Care 
means Barclays has access to technical knowledge 
and integrations necessary for future spend 
management needs2. 

Clearly defined expense types and a strong audit process not only supports 
control and compliance efforts but also provides Barclays accurate, timely 
travel and expense data from its employees around the world.

Gaining the full view of employee spend.

As a financial institution with a global footprint, 
Barclays struggled to manage 85,000 travel and 
expense users. Local travel and expense policies, 
numerous expense types, and two legacy systems 
made it nearly impossible to get a true picture of 
spending across the organization.  

A working group of representatives from technology, 
compliance, tax, and end users were tasked with 
reinventing the organization’s travel and expense 
solution. The result was the rollout of a new global 
travel and expense policy with standardized expense 
types that aligned with the policy – powered by SAP 
Concur solutions. 

Controls And Compliance

https://www.concur.com/en-us/casestudy/barclays
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Implement a T&E solution leveraging AI and machine learning to automate 
routine processes such as audit tasks. Concur Travel®, Concur Expense®,  
Concur Request®, and Concur Intelligent Audit® form the foundation of a solution 
that ensures you stay on top of costs even as spending changes. 

Buying like  
never before.

What we buy, and how purchases are made is 
different than what we have seen before. Supply 
chains broke down and purchasing began happening 
outside of the approved vendor list to keep the 
organization running. Remote work and supplying 
home offices also added significantly to shifting 
spending patterns that challenged spending policies. 
The change in spending behavior is reflected by the 
fact that out-of-pocket spend accounted for 17% of 
spend violations in 2020 while personal spending 
violations spiked by 76% in April 2020 alone1. 

Going forward, expect price fluctuations and the 
adoption of new payment types to challenge your 
travel and expense solution. Finding one that offers 
built-in controls, a unified view of spending, and 
predictive insights into emerging patterns will ensure 
proper governance.

17%
Out-of-pocket  
spend violations

76%
Increase in personal  
spend violations

Spend Governance
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Transforming travel  
and expense audits.

Vodafone is a digital technology communications 
company providing the best experience to not only 
its external customers, but also its employees. 
Therefore, the employee experience factored heavily 
into the evaluation of new travel and expense solution 
to replace legacy solutions that were difficult to use, 
highly manual, and inefficient. In addition, Vodafone 
wanted a cloud-based solution that integrated easily 
into their SAP ERP. That made SAP Concur solutions 
the obvious choice on both fronts.  

Since implementing SAP Concur solutions, 
Vodafone’s approval-to-payment time has decreased 
from four days to one day. One-hundred percent of 
expense claims are audited, reducing fraud, and 
freeing up time for more analysis to find additional 
savings. SAP Concur solutions fit with Vodafone’s 
cloud initiative and integrated seamlessly with other 
SAP products3.

“For us that manage travel, it’s having one place where all of the policies are 
controlled and having the ability to govern them ourselves rather than through 
the TMC or various online booking tools.”
Claire Marsden, Senior Supply Chain Business Partner, IOT at Vodafone

Spend Governance

https://www.concur.com/en-us/casestudy/vodafone
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inconsistent and rapidly-changing travel restrictions. 
In addition, the impact of travel on sustainability is 
gaining importance as organizations strive to meet 
new goals for reducing carbon emissions. Staying on 
top of global regulations is more complex  
than ever.

Integrated travel and expense solutions consider more than just savings.  
Concur Travel, Concur TripLink®, and Concur Request help ensure that  
travel decisions are made according to polices reflecting business needs,  
safety, and sustainability. 

Global travel makes a comeback.

With high vaccination rates in some parts of the world, 
business travel is beginning to return. A recent survey 
of travel managers shows that 98% expect an 
increase in travel spending in the next 12 months4. 
However, business travel has proven to be much more 
difficult. In response, travel managers are expecting to 
make changes to their travel policies4. 

Some of the new policies relate to the duty of care, 
protecting employees from exposure to health and 
safety risks. Better access to itineraries allows 
travellers to be located quickly in the case of 

Travel
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“SAP has enabled us to respond to 
the welfare and safety of our 
employees. When the pandemic hit, 
our first mission was to bring home 
our employees quickly and safely—
and the SAP Concur platform really 
facilitated that.”
Joanne Cartwright, Manager Services Director  
for Serco Ltd.

Bringing employees home safely.

Serco supports public service organizations including 
justice and immigration, defense, healthcare, and 
transportation. Travel is critical and accounts for a 
large portion of expenses. In 2019, Serco implemented 
SAP Concur solutions for better control over its travel 
spending, a better experience for users, and increased 
compliance to travel booking policies. The result was 
US$1.6 million in efficiency savings in the first year.
 
As the pandemic unfolded, Serco saw another 
important benefit. Using the extensive reporting 
capabilities of SAP Concur solutions, they quickly 
located all travelling employees and safely brought 
them home as lockdowns went into effect. Serco 
now uses customizable controls within Concur 
Request to ensure that only business critical travel 
takes place. Easy integration with their international 
healthcare provider adds additional security for 
business travellers5. 

Travel

https://www.concur.com/en-us/casestudy/serco
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Employees expect an effortless digital experience. SAP Concur mobile app and 
ExpenseIt streamline reporting expenses from anywhere with automated receipt 
capture. You see all your data in one place. They see a way to spend less time on 
expenses – leaving more time for important work. 

Employee expectations  
have shifted.

Grounded business travelers put aside expense 
reporting tools they no longer needed. Now, 40% of 
respondents to a recent survey say their company 
has already resumed domestic business travel6.   
As employees pick up those tools again, they need 
guidance to regain confidence in the tools and an 
ultra-simple experience they have come to expect 
from digital apps.  

Employee experience has always been key to travel 
and expense policy compliance. An intuitive, time-
saving experience can increase adoption and lead to 
better forecasting, budgeting, and payment times. 
The right travel and expense solution guides and 
supports users as they become familiar with new 
protocols, so they feel more confident and using the 
tools doesn’t get in the way of their jobs.

Employee Experience
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“SAP Concur has done a good job collaborating with us to ensure that their 
product is as innovative as it can possibly be.”
Dan Newton, Program Manager, Expense Management, Cisco Systems

Saving time and  
travel budget.

Cisco is a multinational technology company with 
more than 53,000 travelling employees in 88 
countries. The company aims to attract and retain the 
best and brightest people to fulfil its mission of 
providing transformational benefits through IT, 
networking, and cybersecurity solutions. Cisco 
recognizes its responsibility to provide tools people 
need to do their jobs well.  

SAP Concur solutions are helping Cisco employees 
make the right travel choices, while simplifying 
expense reporting. The company examined travel and 
expense programs from an employee perspective to 
transform the experience. After implementation,  
travel and expense tasks that used to take hours  
take only minutes. Cisco estimates savings of over 
US$10 million per year in travel costs and more than 
50% in time savings for employees7. 

Employee Experience

https://www.concur.com/en-us/casestudy/cisco-systems
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fit with the new realities of your business. Integrate 
spending from all sources, incorporate best practices 
and benchmarks, and establish intelligent controls 
and workflows to do things you couldn’t do before.

Integrated T&E solutions adapt and grow with your business needs. Concur 
Expense, Concur Travel, and Concur Invoice® give businesses the power to 
automate, connect, and simplify their expense, travel, and AP processes  
so you can keep up – and jump ahead when opportunity strikes.  

Regaining business momentum.

As markets around the world work through pandemic 
stops and restarts, agility has never been more 
important. Ninety-three percent of global executives 
agree that maintaining organizational agility is the 
only way to navigate uncertainty8. It’s time to re-
consider and re-evaluate travel and expense 
management, finding ways to move faster and 
achieve better business results.

Ensure your travel and expense solution can support 
fast and efficient growth when your business picks up 
speed and re-examine how you manage spending to 

Expansion and Optimization
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“SAP Concur helped us to 
broaden the audit population 
of our expense report to look at 
every single expense report that’s 
submitted and find meaningful 
insight.” 
Brian Dela Pena, Sr. Director, Accounting Operations, 
VMware

Efficiency and control supporting growth.

Digital solution company VMware is known for 
disruptive technology that transforms entire 
industries. The company is continuing to transform 
and improve its own business to give employees more 
time to do what’s important. The legacy system of 
travel and expense management made reporting 
expenses time consuming and error prone.

With more than 25,000 employees, and extensive 
travel, keeping up with compliance and auditing on 
more than 150,000 expense reports submitted each 
quarter was impossible. Implementing SAP Concur 
solutions helped propel VMware towards better 
control over its spending. Using machine learning and 
AI capabilities from Concur Detect by Oversight, the 
company was able to automate end-to-end spend 
audit saving more than 8,000 hours and achieving 
100% compliance review of expense reports9. 

Expansion and Optimization

https://www.concur.com/en-us/casestudy/vmware
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Now, businesses are looking to the future, seeking to 
capitalize on opportunities for growth and expansion. 
Now is the time to re-consider and re-evaluate how 
you manage T&E spending, finding ways to move 
faster and get better results.  

SAP Concur solutions help build lasting resilience into 
your business by reinventing how you manage travel 
and spending. We can help you make exponential leaps 
in strategy, process, and technology to fit the new 
spending and travel reality, so you can re-establish and 
increase momentum across the company.

Go forward with confidence.

Throughout the pandemic, we’ve had to improvise in response to once-in-a-generation 
business challenges. For those managing travel and spending, things had to get very 
simple, very fast. Short term resiliency became the top priority. 

Summary
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Reinvent travel and spend management with 
SAP Concur solutions. Visit us online or contact 
your SAP Concur Sales Representative.

Resources

Find your path.

1  “Spend Insights - A Year in Perspective: How the Pandemic Has Altered 
Spend and Introduced Risk,” SAP Concur sponsored by Oversight, 2021.

2  Barclays Gains Access to Integrated Travel & Expense Data with SAP 
Concur Solutions,” SAP Concur, 2020.

3  “Vodafone Transforms Travel and Expense in 38 Countries—In just Nine 
Month,” Wakefield Research and SAP Concur, 2021.

4  “Global Travel Manager Report,” SAP Concur, June 2021.

5  “Serco realizes significant reductions on travel spend amidst the global 
pandemic,” SAP Concur, 2021.

6  “Companies Make Summer Plans to Resume Domestic Business Travel,” 
Global Business Travel Association, 2021.

7  “Cisco Systems Increases Employee Satisfaction and Improves Data 
Quality for Operational Excellence and Compliance,” SAP Concur, 2020.

8  “In Tech-Led Pursuit of Sound Financial Footing,” Economist 
BrandConnect and SAP Concur, 2020.

9  “VMware, Inc. Increases Efficiency, Control and Gains a Productive Way to 
Manage Spend,” SAP Concur, 2020.

Sources

https://www.concur.com/en-us/financial-manager-solutions
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